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Casinos pose a special challenge for maintenance professionals. From the gaming ﬂoor to amenities
such as pools, spas, hotel lodging, conference centers, business centers, restaurants, retail shopping, RV
parks and golf courses—everything must be maintained and cared for to keep guests happy and your
property healthy. The following are the top four problems unique to casinos, and how Site 1001 helps
casino owners and operators solve those pain points and ensure their properties always run at 100%.

#4

Massive energy costs and management.
Thousands of light bulbs, numerous electronic displays, and large,
complex HVAC systems can create high costs and lots of stress.
Plus, all that excessive heat energy taxes high-dollar mechanical
equipment and makes 100% occupant comfort extra difﬁcult.

SITE 1001 SOLUTION:
Site 1001 combines data from IoT sensors and building systems,
and provides real-time sub-meter level usage. That lets you make
faster, better building decisions and keep energy bills low.

24/7 custodial upkeep required.
Casinos are members of the elite “open 24/7” building family. Tens
of thousands of people using your facility around the clock makes
custodial maintenance a literal full-time job.

SITE 1001 SOLUTION:
Like your property, Site 1001 never sleeps, constantly analyzing work
orders, to-do lists, tenant requests and complaints to automatically
determine task type and priority. No more unnecessary supply trips or
missed tasks. With Site 1001, your property always looks its best.

#3

Complex safety compliance & liabilities.
Everything from push-bars on ﬁre doors to poolside hand railings
has to be up to code and in perfect working order, making
up-to-date and easy-to-access records mission critical.

#2

SITE 1001 SOLUTION:
Site 1001 helps you maintain warranty and preventative maintenance
schedules, and track the progress of work orders to provide full
compliance with environmental, health, and safety regulations.

#1

Managing assets and inventory control.
Staying up-to-date with a uniquely large volume of assets is a huge
cost to casinos, and tracking inventory to maintain those systems is
a crucial piece of the asset management puzzle.

SITE 1001 SOLUTION:
Site 1001 automatically updates data, so you can track inventory
and monitor asset performance in real-time. With Site 1001, you’ll
always know everything there is to know about your building.

